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Ciudad de Luces (City of Lights)

MCM, formerly known as Ciudad de Luces (City of Lights) was founded by Allison Mannos and Adonia Lugo.
2012: Multicultural Communities for Mobility, a Project of Community Partners
Supporting Collective Leadership & Professional Development

Multicultural Communities for Mobility cultivates and nurtures leadership all around. Qualifications: Come as you are. Lived experiences and interest in transportation and people are a plus.
Building a Foundation to Be Effective in Anti-Displacement Work

Our Needs:
- Respectful, inclusive process
- Equal partnerships
- Financial resources
- Genuine allies
- A seat at the table in a room with people who want us there
- Fair contracts & compensation

Our Assets:
- Positive team dynamic
- Diverse identities & lived experiences
- Dedicated volunteers
- Community partnerships & trust
- Anti-racist frame & practices
- Cultural roots
- Indigenous and immigrant roots and ancestors
- Friends, family, neighbors
Check Your Privilege and Your Process (Policies too)

Active Transportation Advocates and Professionals Step Up to Fight:

- Racism & discrimination
- Exploitative labor & tokenization
- Evictions, rent increases & displacement
- Gentrification
- Police violence & deaths at the hands of transit police
- Harassment
- School-to-prison pipeline
- Criminalizing street vendors
- Climate change
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#BikeShareEquity

Watch the 1st video in our #BikeShareEquity series. Here we highlight the importance of bringing community gaps via community outreach.
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